CLASS X RESULT SUMMARY - 2003

STUDENTS APPEARED - 127

FIRST CLASS - 117
SECOND CLASS - 10

SCHOOL TOPPERS IN AISSE (CLASS X) EXAMINATION - 2003

1. MEERA GEORGE PALACKAN 481/500 (96.2%)
2. SAVIO JOSEPH P 480/500 (96%)
3. NOEL AUGUSTINE 465/500 (93%)

SUBJECT TOPPERS IN AISSE (CLASS X) EXAMINATION - 2003

MATHEMATICS 100/100

MEERA GEORGE PALACKAN

SOCIAL SCIENCE 94/100

SAVIO JOSEPH P

SCIENCE 100/100

GEORGY SEBASTIAN
HINDI  95/100

SREEKALA P R

ENGLISH  96/100

MEERA GEORGE PALACKAN

MALAYALAM  98/100

TINU KURIAN

LIST OF STUDENTS WHO GOT A1 FOR ALL SUBJECTS IN THE AISSE (CLASS X) – 2003

1. MEERA GEORGE PALACKAN
2. SAVIO JOSEPH P
CLASS XII RESULT SUMMARY - 2003

COMMERCE BATCH

STUDENTS APPEARED - 27
FIRST CLASS - 27

BIOLOGY & COMPUTER SCIENCE BATCH

STUDENTS APPEARED - 163
FIRST CLASS - 162
SECOND CLASS - 01

SCHOOL TOPPERS IN AISSCE (CLASS XII) EXAMINATION - 2003

SCIENCE BATCH

1. REJO MATHEW KURIAN 484/500 (96.8 %)
2. LEE ABY ZACHARIAH 451/500 (90.2 %)
3. THRESSIAMMA SEBASTIAN 450/500 (90 %)
SCHOOL TOPPERS IN AISSCE (CLASS XII) 
EXAMINATION - 2003

COMMERCCE BATCH

1. SNEHA E PAULOSE 461/500 (92.2%)
2. SWAROOP CLARE SEBASTIAN 450/500 (90%)
3. MONU KURIAN 436/500 (87.2%)
   REENA SEBASTIAN 436/500 (87.2%)

SUBJECT TOPPERS IN AISSCE(CLASS XII) 
EXAMINATION – 2003

SCIENCE BATCH

**MATHEMATICS 99/100**
REJO MATHEW KURIAN
GEO JOSEPH

**PHYSICS 97/100**
REJO MATHEW KURIAN

**CHEMISTRY 97/100**

REJO MATHEW KURIAN

**ENGLISH 94/100**

INDU JOSE T
LAKSHMI NAIR
BIOLOGY 93/100

ANN TREESA JOSE

COMPUTER SCIENCE 100/100

LEE ABY ZACHARIAH
REJO MATHEW KURIAN

SUBJECT TOPPERS IN AISSCE (CLASS XII)
EXAMINATION - 2003

COMMERCE BATCH

ECONOMICS 91/100

SNEHA E PAULOSE

ACCOUNTANCY 96/100

RENOY SCARIA JOSE

INFORMATICS PRACTICES 94/100

MONU KURIAN

BUSINESS STUDIES 99/100

SNEHA E PAULOSE
A1 for All Subjects  - SCIENCE BATCH

1. MARIA MINI JOS
2. SOUMIA S.
3. LEE ABY ZACHARIAH
4. REJO MATHEW KURIAN
5. LIYAMOL JAMES
6. THRESSIAMMA SEBASTIAN

A1 for All Subjects  - COMMERCE BATCH

1. MONU KURIAN
2. SNEHA E PAULOSE
3. SWAROOP CLARE SEBASTIAN